
                                  FIJI REVENUE & CUSTOMS AUTHORITY
PUBLIC CIRCULAR NO. 3 OF 2013

SIMPLIFIED CARGO TRANSSHIPMENT PROCEDURE
  

Shipping/Airline and Customs Agents are advised that to facilitate the movement of 
transshipment cargo through Fiji’s Seaports and Airports, the Authority will be 
implementing a simplified transshipment cargo declaration procedure.

Effective from 14th March, 2013 the agents are no longer required to lodge IT9 and ET9
model of declarations for transshipment cargo.

The new procedure requires the agents to assess and pay single TR8 declaration model 
to write off inward manifest and also use the same declaration to export the 
transshipment goods. At the time of export the agents must produce a paid copy of the 
TR8 SAD with the transshipment/export bill to the Customs Officer for allowing 
shipment. The officer will generate an Exit Note from the ASYCUDA system and endorse 
the Exit Note number on the transshipment/export bill. The cargo agents registering the 
export manifest must enter the Exit Note number in the UCR field of the export 
transshipment bill.

IT9 declarations processed but cargo not exported prior to this implementation will also
require Exit Note at the time of exportation. Fish levy applicable on transshipment of 
fish, which was previously collected on ET9 declaration will now be applicable on TR8 
declarations.

The Authority wishes to advise stakeholders that this circular supersedes any other 
instructions issued on the above subject matter.

Further clarifications on the above subject can be directed to Customs Managers at 
respective ports.

Jitoko Tikolevu
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

12th March 2013
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